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Intersymbol Interference
Bit Error Rate
Decision Feedback Equalization
Maximum Likelihood Symbol Detection
Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation
Least Mean Squares
Recursive Least Squares
Finite Impulse Response
Infinite Impulse Response
Linear Transversal Equalizer
Linear Lattice Equalizer
Decision Feedback Equalizer
Signal to Noise Ratio

5.1 INTRODUCTION

With the growth in wireless communication, there was a requirement
to improve the received signal quality because there were a number
of channels working at different frequencies which cause signal
fading and interference. Thus techniques were evolved to improve
received signal of quality. These techniques are ‘Equalization
and Diversity’.
Equalization is used to compensate intersymbol interference
(ISI) while Diversity is used to compensate for fading.
Both the techniques minimize the instantaneous bit error rate
therefore to are beneficial to improve the radio link performance.
We will study different equalization and diversity techniques
in this chapter.
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5.2 COMPARISION—EQUALIZATION VS. DIVERSITY

Table 5.1 gives a brief comparision between equalization and
diversity.
Table 5.1 Equalization vs Diversity
S.N.

Parameter

Equalization

Diversity

(i)

Compensation
factor

Equalization is used to
compensate intersymbol
interference (ISI) which exists when modulation
bandwidth exceeds the
coherence bandwidth.

Diversity is used to
compensate
fading
which occurs due to
multipath reception.

(ii)

Improvement in
performance

Equalization improves the
received signal quality and
link performance over
small-scale times and distances.

Diversity improves the
quality of a wireless
link without inereasing
the transmitted power
or bandwidth.

(iii)

Reduction
factor

Equalization is used to re- Diversity is used to reduce the effects of time duce the depth and
dispersion.
duration of the fades.

(iv)

Requirement

An equalizer within a receiver compensates for the
average range of expected
channel amplitude and
delay characteristics.

5.3

Diversity techniques
are employed at both
base station and mobile resource.

FUNDAMENTALS OF EQUALIZATION

It was observed that inersymbol interference (ISI) is a major
obstacle to high speed data transmission over wireless channels.
Inter-symbol inter-ference is credited by multipath reception within
time dispersive channels. If the modulation bandwidth exceeds
the coherence bandwidth of the radio channel then ISI occurs
and as a result the modulation pulses are spread in time into
adjacent (nearby) symbols. A variety of adaptive equalizers can
be used to cancel the interference.
An equalizer is usually implemented at base band or at IF
stage in a receiver. Adaptive equalizer works on two operating
modes, that are training and tracking. A fixed length training
sequence is sent by the transmitter so that the receiver’s equalizer
may receive the signal for minimum bit error rule (BER). This
sequence is a pseudo random binary signal followed by the user
data.

Fig. 5.1

Block diagram of a Communication system using an equalizer
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Adaptive equalizer at receiver side utilizes a receiver algorithm
to compensate distortion. The training sequence permits the
receivers equalizer to get the proper filter coefficients in the
worst case (i.e. at fades, delays, etc.)
At the time user data is received, the adaptive algorithm of
the equalizer tracks the changing channel. Therefore, we can
conclude that adaptive equalizer is continually changing its filter
characteristics over time. Equalizers require periodic training in
order to maintain effective ISI cancellation. Fig. 5.1 shows the
block diagram of a simplified communications system using an
adaptine equalizer at the receiver.
Let, original information signal = x(t)
and combined, complex base band impulse response of transmitter,
wireless channel and receiver RF/IF stage = f(t)
The signal received by equalizer is
y(t) = x(t) ⊗ f*(t) + nb(t)
...(5.1)
where,
f*(t) = complex conjugate of f(t)
nb(t) = baseband noise at the input of the equalizer
and
⊗ = convolution operation.
If the impulse response of the equalizer is heq(t), then the
output of the equalizer is
d̂ (t) = x(t) ⊗ f*(t) ⊗ heq(t) + nb(t) ⊗ heq(t)

...(5.2)

= x(t) ⊗ g(t) + hb(t) ⊗ heq(t)
Where g(t) is the combined impulse response of the transmitter,
channel, receiver RF/IF stage and the equalizer at the receiver.
The complex impulse response of a transversal filter equalizer is
given by
heq(t) =

∑ cn δ(t − nT )

...(5.3)

n

Where cn are the complex filter coefficients of the equalizer.
The equalizer is adjusted such that we get original data message
x(t) at its output. Assume that nb(t) = 0. Then, in order to force
d̂ (t) = x(t) in equation (5.2), g(t) must be equal to
...(5.4)
g(t) = f*(t) ⊗ heq(t) = δ(t)
In the frequency domain, equation (5.4) can be expressed
as,
H eq ( f ) F * ( − f ) = 1

...(5.5)

Where Heq(f) and F(f) are fourier transforms of heq(t) and
f(t), respectively.
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Equation (5.5) indicates that an equalizer is nothing else
but an inverse filter of the channel. For a time varying channel,
an adaptive equalizer is designed to track the channel variations.
The basic structure of an adaptive equalizer (also called
transversal filter) is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Fig. 5.2

Basic structure of an adaptive equalizer

5.4 EQUALIZERS IN A COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

The basic purpose and working of an equalizer have been explained
in previous section. Now we will study how the equalizer suits
into the wireless communication link.
As fig 5.1 depicts there is always a possibility of intersymbol
interference (ISI) and tracking error at receiver end. Therefore,
the instantaneous combined frequency response will not always
be flat, this causes some finite prediction error.
Because adaptive equalizer are constructed using digital logic
therefore time waveforms may be equivalently expressed as a
sequence of n in the discrete domain. Using the notation (n),
equation 5.2 may be expressed as,
d̂ (n) = x(n) ⊗ g(n) + n b(n) ⊗ heq(n)

...(5.6)

then the prediction error is,
e(n) = d(n) – d̂ (n)
= d(n) – [x(n) ⊗ g(n) + nb(n) ⊗ heq(n)]

...(5.7)

The expected value of the squared prediction error |e(n)|2
is know as the ‘mean squared error’. It is represented as,
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Mean squared error = Ε [| e(n) |2]
It shows how well an equalizer works. In general, better
equalizers provide smaller values of mean squared error-because
a low value of mean squared error shows a low value of bit
error rate.
5.5 CLASSIFICATION OF EQUALIZATION

Fig. 5.3 shows the various types, structures and algorithms in
equalization techniques. Equalizers are primarily divided into
two types, linear and nonlinear.
The main difference in linear and nonlinear equalization is
of feedback it reconstructed message data d(t) [see Fig. 5.1] is
not used in the feedback path to adapt the equalizer then the
equalization is linear. On the other hand, if d(t) is fedback to
change the subsequent outputs of the equalizer, then the
equalization is Nonlinear.

Fig. 5.3
where, DFE
MLSD
MLSE
LMS
RLS

=
=
=
=
=

Classification of equalizers

Decision Feedback Equalization
Maximum Likelihood Symbol Detection
Maximum Likelihood sequence Estimation
Least Mean Squares (algorithm)
Recursive Least Squares (algorithm)
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For each of the linear and nonlinear equalizer, there are
many algorithms used to adapt the equalizer. Detail of different
equalizers is given in next sections.
5.6 FILTER IMPLEMENTATION IN EQUALIZERS

Filters are used to implement equalizers. Therefore, before the
explanation of equalizers types, we must be aware about filter
implementation. Filter may be of two types
1. Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter or Transversal filter
2. Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter or Tapped delay line
filter.
5.6.1

FIR filter

This filter is made up of tapped delay lines, each tapping spaced
symbol period (TS). This filter has many zeros but poles only at
z = 0. The transfer function of this filter is a polynomial of delay
operator exp(– jwTS) or z–1. This filter also known as linear
transversal filter. Basic structure of FIR flitter is shown in Fig.
5.4.

Fig. 5.4

5.6.2

FIR filter or Linear transversal filter structure.

IIR filter

If the equalizer has both feed forward and feedback taps then
it is called as infinite impulse response filter. Its transfer function
is a rational function of z–1. This filter is also known as taped
delay line filter. These filters are rarely used because they
tend to be unstable. Basic structure of IIR filter is shown in
Fig. 5.5.
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IIR filter or tapped delay line filter structure

5.7 LINEAR EQUALIZERS

Linear equalizers are further divided into two parts.
1. Linear Transversal Equalizers
2. Linear Lattice Equalizers
5.7.1

Linear Transversal Equalizers (LTE)

These equalizers are simplest to construct and have current and
past values of the received signal. It can be implemented by an
FIR filter. Filter coefficients linearly weight the received signal
values which are then summed together to produce the output
as shown in Fig. 5.6.

Fig. 5.6

Structure of linear transversal equalizer
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The output of the transversal filter before a decision is made
is,
dˆk =

where,

N2

∑

n =− N1

(cn* ) yk −n

...(5.8)

Cn* = complex filter coefficients or tap weights
dˆk = output of equalizer at time index k.

N1 = Number of taps used in the forward portions of
the equalizer
N2 = Number of taps used in the reverse portions of
the equalizer
The minimum mean squared error in linear transversal
equalizer is
E [|e(n)|2] =

π /T

N0
T
dω
2π −π∫/ T | F ( e jωT )|2 + N 0

...(5.9)

where, F(e jωT) = Frequency response of the channel
and
5.7.2

N0 = Noise power spectral density.
Linear lattice Equalizer (LLE)

Linear lattice equalizer is implemented using a lattice filter. In
a lattice filter, the input signal yk is transformed into a set of N
intermediate forward and backward error signals, fn(k) and bn(k)
respectively. These error signals are used as tap multipliers.
Fig. 5.7 shows the structure of a linear lattice equalizer.
Each stage of the lattice is characterized by following recursive
equations
...(5.10)
f1(k) = b1(k) = y(k)
fn (k) = y(k) –

n

∑ Kiy(k − 1)

i =1

= fn–1(k) + Kn–1(k) ⋅ bn–1(K – 1)
backward error signal
bn (k) = y(k – n) –
or,

n

∑ Ki

...(5.11)

y( k − n + i )

i =1

= bn–1(k – 1 + Kn–1 (k) fn–1(k)

...(5.12)
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where

Kn(k) = Reflection coefficient of nth stage of lattices

Now the output of the equalizer is

Fig. 5.7

dˆk =

The structure of a linear lattice equalizer
N

∑ cn ( k)bn (k)

...(5.13)

n =1

This output is given for K stage length equalizer. The length
of this equalizer is dynamic in nature which means the length
of the linear lattice equalizer can be increased by the algorithm
without stoping the operation of the equalizer.
Advantages of LLE
1. Faster convergence
2. Numerical stability
3. Unique structure of the lattice filter
4. Dynamic assignment of the length
5.8 NONLINEAR EQUALIZER

These equalizers are used when the channel distortion is too
high. In this case, the efficiency of linear equalizer falls
significantly. Linear equalizers not used in high distortion
channels.
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The main types of nonlinear equalizers which are used in
2G and 3G systems are
1. Decision Feedback Equalizers (DFE)
2. Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation equalizer
(MLSE)
5.8.1

Decision Feedback Equalizer

DFE can be implemented either by transversal equalizer or lattice
equalizer. Only the change is that one extra elements added in
the equalizer that is used for feedback. Basic block diagram of
DFE is shown in Fig. 5.8.

Fig. 5.8

Block diagram of division Feedback equalizer (DFE)

According to block diagram, the output of the threshold
detector is given to feedback filter (FBF). Here, FBF coefficients
can be adjusted to cannel the intersymbol interference (ISI) by
comparing current symbol from past directed symbol. Fig. 5.9
shows the component level layout of the decision feedback
equalizer.
Figure 5.9 clearly shows that the current output of transversal
filter is compared with the past output of threshold detector
thereby ISI gets minimized. The lattice implementation of DFE
is equivalent to a transversal DFE having a transversal equalizer
or feed forward filter of length N1 and feedback filter of length
N2, where N1 is greater than N2.
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Fig. 5.9
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Component layout of Decision Feedback Equalizer

5.8.2 Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE)
Equalizer
MLSE needs matched filter, delay element and channel estimator
for its implementation. Fig. 5.10 shows the block diagram of a
MLSE equalizer with an adaptive matched filter.
This equalizer is based on an algorithm known as ‘Viterbi
algorithm’. This algo was recognized to be a maximum likelihood
sequence estimator of the state sequences of a finite state (markov)
process observed in memoryless noise. This algo has recently
been implemented successfully for equalizers used in mobile radio
channels.
The main advantage of this equalizer is that it minimizes
the probability of sequence error.
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Fig. 5.10 Block diagram of MLSE equalizer

As shown in Fig. 5.10, the channel output is given to a
matched filter which operates on continuous time signal. The
output of this filter is given in discrete forms to MLSE. The
estimated data sequence from MLSE is fedback to channel
estimator for error reduction. This is achieved by getting some
delay by using delay element and then summed with the output
of channel estimator. After summing point, the signal is given
to matched filter and again channel estimator for further
estimation.
5.9 DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES

Diversity is another technique (except equalization) which
is used to improve the quality of a wireless link. Divertity is
changed from equalization in terms of compensation factor.
Equalization technique was used to reduce ISI where as
diversity is used to reduce the effect of fading on wireless
communication.
Diversity turn to advantage the random nature of radio
propagation by finding independent signal paths for communication.
It can be explained as—if one radio path undergoes a deep
fade, another independent path may have a strong signal. By
having more than one path at the receiver, the average signal
to noise radio (SNR) may be improved by as much as 20 to
30 dB.
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5.10 CLASSIFICATION OF DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES

Fig. 5.11 shows the classification of different diversity techniques.

Fig. 5.11

5.10.1

Classification of diversity techniques

Space or Antenna Diversity

It is one of the most popular forms of diversity techniques used
in the receiver generally fading is divided into two parts small
scale and large scale fading.
Small scale fading is responsible for rapid and deep amplitude
fluctuations which occur as the mobile moves over few wavelength
distances. These fades are due to multiple reflections from the
surroundings. This fading could be minimized by microscopic
diversity techniques via mounting more than one antennas,
apart at some distance. Say, if two antennas are separated by
a fraction of a meter then one may receive a null while the
other may receive a strong signal. In antenna diversity technique,
the best signal is selected at receiver that can minimize the
effect of small scale fading. Fig. 5.12 shows a general block
diagram of space diversity scheme,
Here, ‘m’ modulators are used to provide ‘m’ diversity branches
whose gains are adjusted to provided the same SNR for each
branch.
Space (or antenna) diversity technique is further classified
into four categories as shown in Fig. 5.12.
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Fig. 5.12 Block diagram for space divinity

(a) Selection Diversity
In this technique, the receiver branch having the highest
instantaneous signal to noise radio (SNR) is connected to
the demodulator circuitry (similar to the block diagram
shown in Fig 5.12). The antenna signals themselves could
be sampled and the best signal having high signal power
and low noise power is sent to demodulation. In practice,
the branch with the largest (S + N)/N is used, since it is
difficult to measure SNR alone.
(b) Feedback Diversity
It is also known as scanning diversity. In this diversity
technique, instead of always using the best of ‘m’ signals,
the ‘m’ signals are scanned in a fixed sequence until one
is found to be above a predetermined threshold. A simplest
block diagram of feedback or scanning diversity is shown
in Fig. 5.13.

Fig. 5.13 Block diagram of Feedback or Scanning diversity.
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The main advantage of this technique is that it is very simple
to construct since only one receiver is required. But the resulting
fading statistics of this technique are some what inferior to
those obtained by other methods.
(c) Maximal Ratio Diversity
This technique is most useful to produce an output with
an acceptable SNR even when none of the individual signals
are themselves enough to produce a strong (SNR) signal
at output. This technique gives the best statistical reduction
of fading of any known linear diversity combiner. A simple
block diagram of this technique is shown in Fig. 5.14.

Fig. 5.14 Block presentation of Maximal ratio combiner diversity

As shown in Fig. 5.14, the signals from all of the ‘m’ branches
are weighted according to their individual SNR power ratios
and then summed in summer. Note that all the signals must be
cophase (same phased) before being summed. Maximal ratio
combining produces an output SNR equal to the sum of the
individual SNRs.
(d) Equal gain diversity
This technique is little different from maximal ratio
combining technique in which variable weighting capability
was required for true maximal ratio combining. In this
case, each branch weight is constant and set to unity but
the signals from each branch must be in same phase to
provide equal gain combination. This allows the receiver
to exploit signals that are simultaneously received on
each branch. The overall performance of this diversity
technique is superior to selection diversity while inferior
to maximal ratio combining diversity.
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Macroscopic Diversity

This technique of diversity is quite beneficial in case of largescale fading. Large scale fading is caused by shadowing due to
variations in the nature of surroundings and terrain profile.
The strength of the received signal can drop well below in deep
shadow conditions. The mobile can improve the average SNR in
forward link by selecting a base station which is free from shadow
or not shadowed. This is known as macroscopic diversity since
the mobile is taking the advantage of large separations between
the serving base stations.
5.10.3

Polarization Diversity

The complexity and high cost of space diversity at base station
forced researchers take interest in another technique known as
polarization diversity.
In this technique, the signal is received at the base station
by a polarization diversity antenna. In early days, vertical
polarization was used to because all subscriber units were mounted
in vehicles and used vertical whip antennas. But now the subscriber
units are portable. Therefore, it is reported that the horizontal
and verticals, paths between a mobile and base station are
uncorrected.
This decorrelation in polarization is due to multipath reflection.
Therefore, the reflection coefficient for each polarization is different
which leads to different amplitude and phases for each reflection.
To characterize the multipath inside buildings, circular and
linear polarized antennas have been used. The result of practical
experiments shows that the polarization diversity is viable diversity
reception technique.
5.10.4

Frequency Diversity

In this diversity technique, information is carried on more than
one carrier frequency. The diversity could be achieved because
the carrier frequencies are separated by more than the coherence
bandwidth of the channel therefore these are uncorrected. As a
result, they does not experience the same fades.
Frequency diversity is after used in microwave line of sight
links which carry several channels in a frequency division multiplex
mode (FDM).
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The main drawback of frequency diversity is that it requires
spare bandwidth and as many receivers as there are channels
used.
5.10.5

Time Diversity

In time diversity, multiple repetitions of the signal are transmitted
at different time spacings. Therefore, multiple repetitions will be
received at receiver side, each having independent fading condition
thereby providing diversity.
Time diversity involves the use of RAKE receiver for spread
spectrum CDMA. By demodulating several replicas (repetitions)
of the transmitted DMA signal, the RAKE receiver is able to
align all replicas in time axis to take the better estimate of the
original signal.
5.11 RAKE RECEIVERS

There are four ‘rake’ receivers within each base transceiver and
three ‘rake’ receivers within each mobile phone. These are so
called because they resemble a lawn rake.
The main function of the rake receiver at both ends (mobile
and base station transceivers) is to aggregate the diversity received
signals. The direct signal at the rake receiver is the strongest
signal that is combined with multipath reflected signal from the
other two or three rake receivers to form the composite signals
that is used to process the mobile call. The multipath signals are
additives to the direct signals to obtain the cleanest, strongest
signal possible. Therefore, we can conclude that the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) gets improved by using rake receivers.
The rake receiver circuitry is shown in Fig. 5.15.
A rake receiver performs its functions in following steps
1. It collects the time shifted version of the original signal by
providing a separate correlation receiver for each of the
multipath signals.
2. Each correlation receiver is adjusted in time delay so that
a microprocessor controller can cause different correlation
receivers to search in different time windows for significant
multipath.
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Fig. 5.15 A M-branch rake receiver implementation.

3. The range of time delays that a particular correlator can
search is called a search window.
4. A rake receiver having ‘M’ correlators separately detect
‘M’ strongest multipath components.
5. The O/P of each correlator is then weighted to provide a
better estimate of the transmitted signals. This is done in
weighting network that provide a linear combination of
the correlators output.
6. Decisions based on the combination of the ‘M’ separate
decision statistics offered by the rake receiver provide a
form of diversity which can overcome fading and there by
improve CDMA reception.
Working detail of a M-branch RAKE receiver
A ‘M-branch’ rake receiver is shown in Fig. 5.15 Here r(t) is the
input signal after multipath reception which is given to ‘M’
correlators. The output of ‘M’ correlators are denoted by Z1, Z2,
... ZM. These output are weighted by α1, α2, ... αM respectively.
The weighting coefficients are based on the power (SNR) from
each correlator output.
Note that SNR (or power) is small then it will assign a small
weighting factor. The overall signal Z′ (after combination and
weightage) is given by
Z′ =

M

∑ αm Zm

m =1

...(5.14)
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Where αm are weighting coefficients which are normalized
to the output signal power of the correlator in such a way that
the coefficients sum to unity.
αm =

2
Zm

M

∑

m =1

...(5.15)

2
Zm

Weighting coefficients can be generated by many ways but
choosing weighting coefficients based on the actual outputs of
the correlators yields better rake performance.
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SUMMARY

• Equalization and Diversity are used to improve received
signal quality.
• Equatization is used to compensate intersymbol interference
(ISI).
• Diversity is used to compensates the fading.
• Mean square error shows how well an equalizer works.
Better equalizers provide smaller values of mean square
error.
• Equalization is said to be linear if there is no feedback
path to adapt the equalizer.
• Nonlinear equalization uses feedback path to change the
output of the equalizer.
• FIR filter is also known as linear transversal filter.
• IIR filter is also known as tapped delay line filter.
• Nonlinear equalizer are used when the channel distortion
is too high and uncontrollable by linear equalizers.
• Diversity technique improved SNR as much as 20 to 30
dB.
• Rake receiver work on diversity received signals. In it, all
the signals received in different directions gets summed to
increase the SNR.
• Intersymbol Interference (ISI) is a major obstacle to high
speed data transmission over wireless channels.
• An equalizer is usually implemented at IF stage in a receiver.
• Adaptive equalizer works on two operating modes, that
are training and tracking.
• MLSE equalizer is based on viterbi equalizer.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What do you understand by equalization? How equalization
differes with diversity.
2. Draw the block diagram of a communication system using
an equalizer and explain.
3. Prove that the equalizer is nothing else but an inverse
filter of the channel.
4. How bit error rate can be improved using equalizers.
5. Classify different types of equalizers. Explain linear equalizers
in brief.
6. What are different filter used in equalizers. Explain them.
7. Explain decision feedback equalizer in detail with a neat
sketch.
8. Write down classification of different diversity techniques
used to improve the signal in wireless link.
9. What do you understand by maximal ratio diversity.
10. Explain now equal gain diversity is different from maximal
ratio diversity.
11. What is the difference between frequency diversity and
time diversity.
12. What do you understand by RAKE receiver? Explain the
working of a M-branch RAKE receiver.
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